Fast, crisp, and sharp scans of large format documents

Scan and collaborate with more precision in every pixel

**Faster:** Spend less time scanning and instead focus on what matters to you.

**Smarter:** IQ Quattro is networked with your entire workgroup and Cloud enabled so anybody in your project team can use it from their smartphone.

**Better:** Shadows and unwanted background are suppressed leaving you with crisp, sharp and natural scans – ready to be used in your continued workflow.

**Unique technology:** With Contex CleanScan CIS modules, superfast Ethernet and award-winning Nextimage software, Contex IQ Quattro is the leading scanner for technical projects.

contex.com
IQ Quattro scanners are ideal for technical documents. Scan documents and enhance your files in AutoCAD®, ESRI® and others. Share through cloud solution.

Faster, Better, Smarter, Unique ...